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Four Speakers Plan to Attend

M EChA To Hold Rally
By Joe Donnelly
M.E.Ch.A.. , a national organization of" Chicano
students in higher education plans to hold a rally at
noon today on the mall to voice their opposition to the
proposed re-organization of ethnic studies programs
at UNM, primarily Chicano Studies.
Car los Romero, spokesman for M.E.Ch.A., said
the· rally will help clarify the problems· Chicano
Studies is facing. He said four speakers are planned
for the rally.
Joel Jones, assistant pr~wost, told Chicano, Native
American, Afro-American and Women Studies that
they would no longer report directly to Provost
Chester Travelstead's office.
Jones said the groups could decide between reporting to the School of Education; College of Arts and
Sciences; Alex Mercure, associate provost of regional
affaire; and Clinton Adams, associate provost· for
academic affairs.
The primary fear of students in Chicano Studies is
none of the four alternatives are receptive to their
program. "In particular, we see this as an attack on
Chicanos' democratic right to self-determination," a

~fiiOCIALIST ,

"Obviously, we're not out to
compete with Coronado or
Winrock," said AI Mallett, general
manager of First National Bank's
downtown First Plaza building and
Galeria shopping complex.
Descending to the Galeria's Yshaped interior from the office
levels above, his meaning becomes
clear. It is definitely not the sort of
place one would come to look for a
bargain in styrofoam icechests.
Also, those wishing to visit 20 or 30
shoe stores before making a critical
shoe decision had best head uptown
to one of the two retail city-states in
the northeast.
The Galeria and the other large
commercial and civic developments
going up around the old downtown
area are part of the fond hopes of
Albuquerque's financial and civic
leaders, and, it is assumed, its
citizens, for revitalizing the city
center.
As business has moved gradually
away from the downtown area, the
retail base has steadily eroded. This
caused a further lessening of the
area's ability to attract and support
entrepreneurism. By general
agreement, the retail scene
downtown is pretty dismal.

easily verified by a quick mental
comparison between th~ city as
viewed beyol1d Mallet's gesturing
arm and the city as seen from the
bus stop in front of the Sunshine
Theatre on Central Avenue.
The Civic Plaza, with its fountain
and the new office high-rises
hovering over U, is a marked
contrast to the luncheonettes of
older downtown Central.
But the revamped city center,
without a strong retail base,
'becomes little more than an impres~ive-looking place for bankers,
lawyers and civil servants.

intervals and angles, providing
relief from the uniformly straightand-level appearance of most other
malls.
Many of the shops specialize in
fine handcrafted goods, and most
of them offer a selection more
esoteric-and expensive-than the
usual gift and specialty store fare.
Still in its infancy after a year of
operation, the Galeria has been
slow in attracting tenants to occupy
its store spaces and, for that matter,
people to come spend their money
in them.

A major p;ychological drawback
The First Plaza Galeria, Mallett of the place since it opened in 1915
said, is an attempt to bring quality has been the high proportion of
merchants back downtown. First empty, fenced store fronts that
National, which owns and has its surround the operating shops and
headquarters at First Plaza, and its seem to isolate the rueful faces of
tenants in the Galeria, are especially their proprietors.
interested in attracting the higherBut the tenants and the
income
professionals
and
businessmen from the country club management said business is
area and otlter affluent neigh- picking up. Some businesses seem
to be thriving, most notably the
borhoods nearby.
hair salon, the twin theatre and the
Located mostly below the ground two restaurants.
level of First Plaza, the Galeria is
·different in design and atmosphere
One propdetor said, "I'm not a
from other small shopping malls rich man. Most of the people here
around town. Three corridors wind are just paying bills so far." He,
upward and away from the cen· like most shopkeepers at the
"As you can see," said Mallet trally located "waterfall court," a Galeria, said better things are still
with a sweeping gesture toward the glass-walled structure open at the to come once the potentially
broad Civic Plaza below his top- top to admit a cylindrical cascade lucrative doWntown retail trade
floor office, "downtown is growing of water from the pond above. The market begins to discover their little
to the north." His statement is store fronts dot the corridors at odd community.

Custom Furniture & Giftshops
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.Socialist Candidate
Attacks Capitalism
Before SUB Group

Galeria piffers From Malls;
Special_iz~s in Quality ·Crafts
By Daniel Crain

'. ,'' l. '

M.E.Ch.A. newsletter stated. .
Speaking about the necessity of the rally, Romero
said, "It is crucial for Chicano Studies at this time
'·.-.".11····· ·l···
.· ..
1
because they don't have an academic coordinator' to
J
'· ·'VOTE
represent their position."
Romero was referring to the position of academic .- . . .fn'OV1:'1DC! i l •
coordinator left vacant by Tobias Duran, who is on a
.
'
Peter Camejo
leave of absence to work on his dissertation.
A'~earch committee did give a recommendation to
fill the opening but June Wooliver, equal employment
officer for UNM, said the decision was illegal because
the person chosen was from out of state. The position
was to be temporary until Duran returned and University policy called for a local search and not a national
one.
The vacant coordinator position and the dropping
of a course, Sociology of the Barrio, Romero said, "Is
an indication of the administration to undermine
Chicano Studies' independence, academic perspective
and ability to analyze their own condition.''
A mass meeting is also planned for Oct. 4 in the
By Robert R. Lee
SUB Ballroom at 6 p.m. to decide the future of
Peter
Camejo,
the
Socialist
Workers Party presidential candidate, said
Chicano Studies.
Tuesday at UNM that America is ruled by "an elite by birth."

Paintings at the Galeria

Camejo, of Venezuelan descent, is the first Latino candidate for the
presidency. He has been endorsed by the New Mexico La Raza Unida
Party.
Speaking in the south SUB ballroom, Camejo said, "We have a ruling
class in America. An elite by birth runs this country." Camejo said such
families as the Rockefcllers, Morgans and DuPonts are representative of
this elite.
Camejo said the "institutional structure" in the U.S. "is a triangle, with
the elite at the top and the workers at the bottom."
Camejo also said American capitalism ignores human needs, "because it
puts profit before human needs."
Camejo said "We need to get trade unions, Chicanos, Blacks and
women united in one party. This is the entire purpose of our campaign. We
can achieve real progress only through our mass struggles.''
Camejo said the richest 1.6 per cent of the U.S~ population "owns 100
per cent of the municipal bonds." Citing New York City as an example,
Camejo said, of the city's $11 billion budget, $2 billion goes for "tax-free
interest payments (on municipal bonds) to the rich."
Camejo also said Nelson Rockefeller alone gets 18 per cent of the $2
billion. Camejo said interest payments on federal, state and local bonds
combine t total "$60 billion in welfare for the rich" each year.
Camejo said this year the U.S. realized its largest gross national
product and business its highest profits in American history. "This is
called a 'recovery' (from the recession)," Camejo said, "but it didn't
include the people.''
Camejo said further that, while profits have gone up and corporate taxes
down, wages have gone down and income taxes up. Camejo said American
business has lowered the standard of living of Americans in order to be
able to compete in the European and Japanese markets.
• "The economy has gone up ·
because the people have gone
down/' Camejo said.
Camejo also said the government
has tried to blame higher taxes on
·"welfare chiselers," and unemployment on ;,illegal aliens."
Camejo said, "of 12 million
people on welfare, eight million are
I
children and the rest are the elderly,
the handicapped and the mothers of
Jimmy Carter, the Democratic
those children.,
presidential nominee, is scheduled
Camejo said th~ average monthly to be in Albuquerque Oct. 8.
welfare payment is $67, and that
Carter's plane is scheduled to
the average worker's taxes provide land in Albuquerque at 11:30 a.m.
"$4 a day for war, $2 for the rich Carter will attend a fund-raising
and ·forty cents for welfare." function after he arrives. The
Camejo also said the government location has not been announced.
should provide day-care centers for
At 12:30 p.m., Carter will attend
welfare mothers.
a rally at the Civic Plaza. The
Concerning illegal aliens, former Georgia governor will leave
Camejo said they could not con- Albuquerque at 1:30 p.m.
tribute to any significant degree to
The visit was ann9unced at noon
the unemployment 1 'of eight yesterday at a press conference by
million Americans."
Sen. Joseph M. Montoya, Gov.
Camejo said, 11 First.they conquer Jerry Apodaca and Ben Alexander,
·
Mexico, then they say Mexicans are Carter's state coordinator.
foreigners. And ,vhat about the
A spoke-sman for the CarterAnglo North American who has
Mondale
headquarters
in
investments all over South
Albuquerque
said
yesterday
that
all
America?"
of Carter's New Mexico county
About the political structure, coordinators are expected to turn
Camejo said, 01 The process of out for Carter's visit.
decision-making is in the hands of
Asked why Carter was coming to
the corporations. For the last 50
New
Mexico, a campaign .worker
years the secretary of state has
said
Carter
is not bypassing any
always beert someone from the oil
states
becaus~
they are small.
industry, like Kissinger. j '

Carter Visit
Scheduled

For Oct. 8
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Map Course
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Planet Week

Come Boogie To

The Planets"
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UNCLE NASTY'S
"A Good Place To Make Friends"

Ever Notice That Your Life
Seems To Go In Cycles?
Scientists have found psychological.and
biological cycles in the human body.
Now, an easy technique can help you
adapt to YOUR BIO-RHYTHMS.

German scientists discovered three cycles which
start at birth - physical, emotional, mental. Each
cycle goes through periods of high (active) and low
(recuperating) energy. The switching days between
are called critical. These "out of touch" days may
cause acCidents or a variety of other problems. Indeed, the "trauma of birth" creates a triple critical
day.
Major Organizations such as airlines, hospitals and
police are now using Bio-Rhythms. Why ... To help
people und_erstand daily changes, especially during
vulnerable periods. Examples of research conducted
by organizations.
• Safety consultant firm found 70% of industrial accidents occur
on employee's critical day.
• Aviation Safety Center reported 80% of private plane accidents
occur on critical day of pilot.
• Bio-Rhythm research found critical days signifl<;ant In study of
2100 auto accidents.
Although accidents can be reduced using Bio-Rhythms, the major
purpose is to help you perceive and adjust to your changln(J
nature. If you get along better with yourself, you'll be more
compatible with others. People olten use Bio-Rhythms to understand compatibilities.
OUR SERVICE INCLUDES:

•
•
•
•
•
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Controversy Buffets B-1 Future
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registration through October 12 for
"Effective Mapping: A Short
Course of Photogrammetry for the
User" which will be held October
29-30.
.
Pre-registration,forms can be obtained by contacting the coordinator of the Bureau of Conferences and Institutes, Division of
Continuing Education at the
University of New Mexico.
This two-day course is designed
to emphasize the basic principles of
photogrammetry and photo interpretation. It is aimed at administrators and managers of
design and planning functions in
the areas of public works, land
development, urban planning, landscape architecture and right-ofway development, as well as persons in training for management
positions:
Upon completion of the course,
each participant 'will receive 1.2
CEU's-ten contact hours of participation in an o'rganized continuing education experience.
The pre-registration fee is $95.00
per person and after October 12 the
registration fee is $105.00. There
will be no refunds for cancellations
after October 25.
The guest lecturers for the Ef. fective Mapping Seminar will be
Dr. Paul R. Wolf, Professor of
Civil
and
Environmental
Engineering at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison and Mr. John
F. Kenefick who received a M.S.
degree in Geodetic Science from the
Ohio State University Civil

By Robert Grebe
The current concept in U.S.
t<trategic deterrence is called the
"Triad." This is the combined use
of submarine-launched missiles
surface-based · missiles and in:
tercontinental bombers for strategic
defense.
The strategic bomber in the U.S.
arsenal today is the B-52. But the
Pentagon and the Air Force say a
more sophisticated bomber, the B1, is needed to insure future
security. Critics of the B-1 say it
costs too much and there's a
cheaper alternative.
The Air Force puts the cost for
development of a fleet of 244 B-l's
and support equipment at $21.6
billion. The Center for Defense
Information (not a government
office) says the overall costs will
reach $92 billion.
This has prompted outcries from
some congressional mem hers.
· Sen. William Proxmire, D-Wis.
said the B-1 is "a public works
project for the aerospace industry
rather than a needed weapon for
the defP.nse of the U.S." and Rep.

By United Press International

Syrians Capture 3 Towns
BEIRUT, Lebanon~Syrian forces sliced through Lebanon's central mountains from three directions Wednesday and captured at least
three key Palestinian-held towns after battling guerrillas in the
streets. Palestinian defenders retreated, vowing to "fight until the last

man."

Debates in the Red
WASHINGTON-The League of Women Voters Education Fund
sponsor offhe three presidential and one vice-presidential debates thi~
fall, has been able to raise only about one-fifth of the $250,000 it
needs to pay for the four joint appearances of the Democratic and
Republican candidates.

Toxic Cloud Hits Italy
MANFREDONIA, Italy-Authorities Wednesday sealed off a
sparsely populated zone on the southern Adriatic coast which may
have been contaminated by a toxic cloud containing arsenic which
killed several sheep.
The gas cloud formed Sunday when a cooling pipe used in the
production of ammonia burst at the Anic Petrochemical Plant.

Orthodox Bahai Faith now holding
Mondays at g p.m. at408 DMaplc NE.

. 25%

25%

The Peace Corps office is at Rm. 229, Ortega Hall.
Its hours are Tues., Thurs., and Fri. from 3:30 to 5:30
p.m.
'

Semester Bus Passes
Now Only

$20.00
A Suntran Booth Will Be In
The UN M Bookstore From

9:00 am-4:00 pm
On Friday, Oct. 1
FREE Bus Schedules
Will Be Available
(Monthly Bus Passes Are Sold For Only $8.00}

Call 766-7830 For Details

t

"O~n Admissions: Revolving Door of Four More
Years of High School?,. will be the topic for the
UNM Philosophy Club meeting Fri., Oct. 1. Refreshments at 3 p.m. in lounge of Humanities Bldg. and
discussion at 3:30p.m. in the Humanities library.

Wednesday's Puzzle Solved:
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Benefit dance for the United Farmworkcrs of
America Sat., Oct. 2 at 9 p.m. in the Hokona Cellar.
Music by Chimera. One dollar donation.
Meeting of ASUNM Finance Committee on
Thurs., Sept. 30 at 2 p.m. in Rm. 231 A, SUB. Public
is invited.
Steering Commi!tce to meet Thurs., Sept. 30 at 2
p.m. in Rm. 230, SUB,
Ballroom Dance CJub will meet at the SUB"
Ballroom at 7 p.m. all Friday evenings. All welcome.

New Mexico Whcelmen are scheduling bicycle rides
every Sunday at 9a.m, in front of Popejoy Hall ticket
office. There is a two-hour slow-paced ride and a
four-hour ride. The four-hour riders should bring a
snack and water. For more information call 256-9893
between 9 a.m. and 5:30p.m., Tues. thru Fri.
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{2 blocks west of Wyoming - across from Hoffmantown)

Do You Need
Cash?
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Earn $15.00 a week
Doqate Twice W eekl~

ll

Sundae dinner.

For the best in clothing & head supplles

Blood
Plasma
Donor Center

8am to 5pm
Tuesday-Saturday
Doctor in
residence

h~ndlmlfl

842-6991.

Address

Across 1-rom Popejoy Hall
Year

at
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Alpha Centura, a Stor Trek group, will meet Sat.,
Oct. 2 at 7 p.m. at the A:buquerquc Garden Center,
10120 lomas NE. Open to the public.

Print Name - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Day

cto er

or

Enclosed is $ - - - (price: $7 per& calendar)

Month

r1

lS

A r~presentative of the US Foreign Sexvlcc will
hold a group meeting to discuss employment opportunities at 8 a.m., Wed., Sept. 29, in the office
Career Services, Rm. tlJJ of Mesa Vista •

Please send mY Bio-Rhythm Calendar for the tpming year (if
ordering gift or more than one, g1Ye names, blrthdates.)

Blrthdate;

•

have an input into utility reform. Call 277·2757 or
stop bv 107f' r.nrn .. ll
Problems-We care. Call Hotline at 26S-6787.

Attractive, easy-to-read calendar of your cycles: (13 mos.)
Complete description of Bio-Rhythms.
Critical days and composite cycle for each month.
Discounts for distributors of 10 or more or to organizations.
Our telephone: 821-1234 (To use before or after yo1.1-order. We'd
be glad to•answer any questions).

(mclud~s po~tage

•

The New Mexico legislature will consider
several areas of utility reform this year. NMPIRG
will assist and coordinate students wishing to

!

Over

....

fire~ides

NM-PIRG needs students to work on a tax·
reform/solar energy .and eonscrYation project.
Credit offered, Dr non-credit basis. PIRG OUice,
107-C Cornell SE, or ca11277·2757.

!
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Proponents of the modified 747 say
there are jet aircraft," he added.
Air Force test pilot, Maj. George the..cost would be substantially less,
W. Larson Jr., praised the B-1 in a $45-$60 million each. The bdmbers
recently published magazine article. would launch their missiles up to
He said a control system "coun- !500 miles away from their target
tered and reduced" buffeting and thereby avoiding enemy missiles.
vibrations. "I'm convinced the Air
The Air Force maintains the 747
Force has an aircraft with the conversion would cost as much as
potential to become a well-suited, the B-1.
state-of-the-art, strategic bomber "
said the pilot.
'
The use of manned bombers in
an age of intercontinental ballistics
Environment studies have said a is also questioned. Critics say that
fleet of B-l"'s would destroy the even the B-1 would reach its target
ozone layer of the earth's 10 hours later than current missiles.
stratosphere that protects the earth
Backers of the B-1 say deterrence ~
from the sun's deadly ultra-violet
is the U.S.'s primary objective.' o.
radiation.
They say the capability of bombers
The Air Force spokesman said to be enroute to their targets but
"Environmentalists don't have a recallable could· make the difleg to stand on. We're not going to ference between success and failure
be flying the plane in the in stopping an all-out nuclear
stratosphere." He also said the exchange.
engine was among the cleanest and
most efficient ever built.
Work will continue on the B-1
An alternative to the B-1 is' a until February. Because more than
military version of the Boeing 747 $2 billion has already been spent for
equipped with Cruise (air-launched, the sleek bird's development, it may
nuclear-armed)
missiles. prove difficult to pluck its wings.

GSA needs one represcn!ati'We interested in the
welfare of KUNM to the Student Radio Board for
1976-.77. Apply at Rm. 248, SUB. Other commillee
positions are still available.

OKLAHOMA CITY-Oklahoma Medical Research Foundation
doctors are having success in controlling cancer in some patients by
giving them a tuberculosis vaccine, one of the physicians said
Tuesday.
Dr. Rick Ishmael said the vaccine, BCG, apparently spurs the body
to produce antibodies which attack both tubercle ·bacilli and some
types· of cancer.

Save

avoid them. It is also capable of
supersonic speeds at high altitudes.
There are three B-1 prototypes
being tested. Based on preliminary
tests, the Pentagon General
Accounting Office compiled a staff ·
report on the B-1 program.
.
The report said the experimental
planes have encountered severe
vibratio!ls during tests and that it is
uncertain whether this will effect
the B-1 ''S ability to carry out its
mission.
It also stated that the B-1' s
engine failed to meet contract
specifications for weight, fuel
consumption and bird ingestion
and that the B-1 can not get away
from base fast enough after
warning is received of impending
attack.
The B.. l's information officer,
Capt. Fred Morgan, said the
plane's engine will exceed weight
specifications by 100 pounds. He
said the B-1 's range will be reduced
!58 nautical miles. None oi these
factors will affect the B-1 's mission,
he said in a telephone interview.
"Birds will be a problem as long as

The library n::quiremcnts of information on charge
cards have been simplified to include brief author and
tille, ex:act call numbers and the latest address if you
have recently moYed.

Cancer Control Successful

Save

Les Aspin, D-Wi.s. called it "a
flying pork-barrel for the weapons
contractors."
·
They point out that the Committee for the Re-election of
President Nixon received $98,000
from the employees of North
American Rockwell, a major B-1
contractor.
The Pentagon and the Air Force
staunchly defend the need for the
B-1.
In a recent interview in a national
magazine, Sec. of the Air Force
Thomas C. Reed said, by 1985 the
Soviet Union will be so heavily
defended by surface-to-air missiles
(SAM)
that only a · very
sophisticated bomber force will be
able to reach prime targets. "The
B-1 could penetrate where the B-52
could not," he said.
Specifications call for the B-1 to
fly at very high subsonic speeds at
tree-top level and to have the ability
to guide itself across the most
rugged terrain.
. It is designed· to be very difficult
to find on radar and to have the
ability to detect SAM sites and

*Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. Am. D. Q. Corp.
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Phi Alpha Theta, history honorary society, meeting

Letters
Editorials
Opinions

Perspective
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FOR EXAMPLE, to take an average group of
whites, Chicanos, Blacks, Native Americans and
women at age 18 in New Mexico, and regard them all
as equally prepared for higher educational and occupational positions, after they have enjoyed anything
but equal preparation for those positions is rather
foolish.
To provide a physical analogy: if we took one hundred young children and allowed half of them to grow
up normally, and the other half to spend their first 18
years in a packing crate, and then treated them
"equally" by allowing all one hundred to tun a footra?e (to determine who would receive the good jobs),
th1s would obviously be absurd, since the normal
children would be physically prepared, and the others
would be crippled.

CLEARLY IF WE wanted to treat the whole group
THIS FURTHER means that if a sufficient number equally, we would have to make allowances for the
of minority members and women cannot be found abused children. Affirmative action attempts to do the
who possess the qualifications for that position, that same thing, i.e., to make allowances for those who are
minorities and women will be accepted who do not socially and educationally abused (or deprived).
Obviously the only permanent solution to unequal
necessarily meet the qualifications (in order to satisfy
preparation
is to alleviate unequal treatment and
the quota). It is at this point that many white people
·discrimination
at the beginning, but until that is acbegin .to shout about the "inequality" of the afcomplished,
affirmative
action provides at least a semfirmative action policy-because a more qualified
blance
of
equality
of
opportunity.
white person may conceivably be rejected for a less
qualified national minority member or woman.
The white person in this situation is correct in
WHITE MALES MUST be reminded that racism
assessing the affirmative action policy as temporarily and sexism have not disappeared in this country lin"unequal" lin terms of qualifications), but is wrong in
deed, they seem to be enjoying a renaissance). Apthis as reverse discrimination (considering
m.,, ..,,,,,..,,,,u,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.. regarding
proximately 30 per cent of all Black families in this
the overall situation).
country live below the poverty line (compared to
about 8 per cent for white families), and of all the
THE POLICY OF affirmative actron, whrch households headed by women, approximately 28 per
establishes a degree of inequality in educational and cent live in poverty (compared to 7 per cent for malehead households.).
I have repeatedly stated that I occupational opportunities (e.g. quotas) in favor of
If white people find the "inequality" or "reversenon-whites and women, actually results in greater
have no quarrel with Marxism
discrimination" of affirmative action bothersome, they
as long as they can tolerate equality (overall) because it recognized pr.ior racial ·aught to make efforts to alleviate the inequality of opand sexual discrimination. For white people to regard
other points of view.
affirmative action as "reverse discrimination" portunity which makes such subsequent equalizing
illustrates the inconsistency of their conception of measures necessary. For whites to rail against the
Chicano studies should be for equality-that is, they establish a particular point in "inequality" of affirmative action-while remaining
all Chicanos, regardless of what time in which to deal with all people equally, while silent about the inequality of educational and ocideology they profess.
ignoring the previous unequal treatment of a portion cupational opportunities for non-whites and
women- is inconsistent, foolish, and hypocritical.
Antonio Mondragon of those people.

Letters. .

Chicano Studies Comment
Editor:
Last Monday, Sept. 27, a
MECHA newsletter was circulated in which various
allegations were made about
myself and other Chicano
Studies faculty, staff and
students. It was claimed that I
manipulated, lied, collaborated
with the Administration and
condoned violence. My record
since 1971 shows otherwise, as
most people who know me can
attest.
I personally believe that the
MEC:-lA members became
angry because of what happened at the Chicano Studies
Policy Committee meeting of
Sept. 21.
At that meeting, the Chairman of the Policy Committee
meeting quoted to them from
the set of resolutions which had
been printed at the Regional
FRA convention in Colorado
last July 31. (FRA stands for
Fuerzas Revolucionarias de Aztlan, of which MECHA is a
member organization.)
In this document, the first
task
for
MECHA
in
Albuquerque is: TAKE CONTROL OF CHICANO STUDIES
AT UNM. Similar tasks were
assigned to other member
organizations in Greeley, Fort
Collins and Boulder.
In this same document, other
Chicano points of view were
thrown out and labelled as
"revisionist" and as "an attack
on Marxism-Leninism as the
science of revolution."
When confronted with the
evidence, they replied that they
would explain later. Their explanation came in the form of
the attack. We have the
documents in case anyone
cares to see them.

.Another

Slumber~r R~acts

On sale will be greek dinners including souvlaki
(shis-ka-bob), dolmathes (stuffed grape leaves) and
pastic_hio (mac_aroni with cheese and ground meat).
Also mcluded m the menu are greek pastries such as
baklava (streudel leaves with nuts and syrup)
melomacarona (honey cookies), and kouranbietde~
(delicate rich butter cookies). Greek artifacts will also

..

Several scholarships are still
available to students interested in
graduate study. These include the
Rhodes Scholarships, George C.
Ma.rshall scholarship, Danforth
G;aduate Fellowship and the
Fullbright-Hays grants.
The Rhodes Scholarships are
available to unmarried U.S. citizens
between the ages of 18 and 24 for
two years of graduate study at
Oxford University. The applicants
must have completed their
bachelor's degree before Oct., 1977
and have their applications in by
Oct. 31. Interested students should
contact Albert E. Utton, Braton
Hall, Room 250 or call277-4910.

Board

Unsigned ed1torials teprcsont a
majo•••v opinion of the Daily Lobo
Siaff. All otliar Clli•J1;1"1hs cartoons
and !<+<terr. tPpre<,en~ the oprnion

of the

1mtho~ <Hid

du

-10!

refle•:t th(' vm•..,,.. rJ( me

necc!.sarily

~!off

FREE

teackers. Information is available
through Rodman E. Snead, Hodgin
Hall Room 205A before the Nov. 8
deadline.
The Fullbright-Hays scholarship·
for graduate study abroad in
countries participating in the
program is available to U.S.
students through Nov. I by contacting Gerald Slavin at International Programs, 1717 Roma
NE, 277-4032.

Other fellowship grants in the
form of non-matching funds
varying in amount from $2500 to
$10,000 will be awarded to composers during 1977 by the National
Endowment for the Arts. Further
information and applications are
available from Walter Anderson,
director of the music program,
National Endowment for the Arts,
mail stop 553, Washington, D.C.
20506.

RINGO STARR 1 PETER SELLERS
with Raquel Welch, Laurene!! Harvey and Richard Attenborough

''~ GMagic Christiar(.'
10 am - 3 pm Oct. 4 - 8
SUB Ballroom Lobby
Sc.,orls£Jre•d

George C. Marshall scnolarships
for graduate study at any university
in the United Kingdom are
available to graduate students
under the age of 26. The deadline is
Oct. 21. Interested students are to
contact Jane Kopp, Humanities
Room 262, phone277-6360.

arket, rust get the books 10 the
black and go to sleep
· ·
Mar:trn Berg
Coordinator of
Slumbenng Trolls
Slumber Party

DOONESBURY

Trudeau

Incredible
BUT EVELYN WOOD GRADUATES CAN ·READ

Theatre

THE EXORCIST IN 58 MINUTES
At That Speed, The 403 Pages Come Across
With More Impact Than The Movie.

Thursday
Do des 'Ka Den

Direcred by Akira Kuraswfl
7:00 & 9:15p.m.

PLACE /IJON'r5t3E:M
YEAH, 8055, 7HG SAM£ W/7HOUT
Bfil'ffR LA7e YOU, SAMMY. I'V£
THAN NMR, Alti/AYS 7RUl-Y
YO// MlfJHT !3NJOY&D

Friday
Marx Brothers in

SAY. \

Coconuts

7:00 & 9:15p.m.

Saturday
Paul Mazursky's

Blume In Love
7:00 & 9:15p.m.

Senate Congratulations

ADMISSION $1.00.

Editor:
I would like to say a word regarding the two self-congratulatory letter~
from Vice-President Davidson and Sen, Garcia of the ASUNM Senate.
Congratulations for the senate have been a long time coming; it is only ,oo
bad that they had to come from within the ranks of the senate itself. I suppose, however, that self-congratulatory remarks such as these are better
than none at all.
The senate has indeed done a fine job of throwing money around. Their
mature, responsible, and effective behavior is of the sort seldom seen outside of Washington itself. $25,000 is a very respectable deficit, and all the
senate members should feel proud in the knowledge that they have
wasted· this money as efficiently as any real life, big time government
agency.
It's encouraging, in these modern times of apathetic attitudes, that
people like Vice President Davidson and Sen. Garcia can take themselves
seriously.
I sure as hell can't.
Charles Carroll

IUHGN
AND £15!/W 7IJ YOIJS/N6/NG 7HOS!3
eREATSON65 'fi)()S!N6 WHENYOIJ'R/3
F£!3L.IN& SORR.YFOR YOIJR513L-!=.
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By Stud~nt Activities

It Sounds

The Danforth Fellowship
pr_ogram offers a one.year
renewable stipend of $2275 to postbaccalaureate persons who intend
to· become college or university

Sceonrl class postage paid at Albuquerque,

Editorial

In its first year the festival attracted approximately
6000 persons. Profits from the festival will go toward
the financing of several church projects.
Once again Telly Savalas will not show up.

·Grad. Scholarships Available

to
ASUNM Budget
Woes.
not a commendation from the M
·
bl' If V' P 'd
D 'd
pu 1c.
1ce- res1 ent av1 son
is "definitely an asset to ASUNM"
they why not liquidate her to hel
pay off the student governme~
deficit. Want ads, auction, or Black

You can do it, too. So far over 550,000 other people have done
it. People who have different jobs, different lOs, different interests, different educations'have completed the course. Our
graduates are people from all walks of life. These people have
taken a course developed by Evelyn Wood, ·a prominent
educator. Practically all of them at least tripled their reading
speed with equal or better comprehension. Most have increased it even more.
Think for a moment what that menas. All of them-even the
slowest-now read an average novel in less than two hours.
They read an entire issue of Time or Newsweek in 35 minutes.
They don't skip or skim. They read every word. They use no
machines. Instead, they let the material they're reading determine how fast they read. And mark this well: they actually
understand more, remember more, and enjoy more than
when they read slowly. That's right! They understand more.
They remember more. They enjoy more. You can do the same

thing-the place to learn about it is at a free speed feading
lesson.
This is the same course President Kennedy had his Joint
Chiefs of Staff take. The staff of President Nixon completed
this course in June 1970. The same one Senators and
Congressmen have taken.
Come to a Min-lesson and find out. It is free to you and you
will leave with a better understanding of why it works. One
thing that might bother you about your reading speed is that
One thing that might _bother you about your reading speed is
that someone might find out how slow it is. The instructors
The instructors at the Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Free
Speed Reading lesson will let you keep your secret. It's true
we practice the first step to improved reading at a MiniLesson and we will increase your reading speed on the spot,
but the results will remain your secret. Plan to attend a free
Mini-Lesson and learn that it is possible to read 3-4-5 times
faster, with comparable comprehension .

.
r--------.SCHEDULE OF FREE MINI-LESSONS
You'll increase your reading speed
50 to 100%- on the spot!

6:00 p.m.
Room 250-C

Student Union Building
University of New Mexico

New Mexico 87131. Subscription rnte Is

Telephone 266·7322. Student Tuition Plan Available

$!.0.00 for the academic year.
. The Opinions exprcs.\icd on the cdilorlnl
p1ges ot The Daily Lobo arc those o! the
nut.hor solei)'. Unsigned opl11lon is thllL of Lht'
cflitorial hoard of Tht' Daily Lobo. Nothin~
printed In Th~ Dnily l.~obr'l ncressnrily
rt•pt!'~<:nts thl' Vit''WS of the Univt•rsily
Nnw

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS
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The public can participate in Greek culture this
week in the second annual Grecian Festival held Oct.
1,2 and 3 at the St. George Greek Orthodox Church
Hall, 308 High Street SE.

SUB
Ed1tor.
have anythmg to do With thrs fin anAfter two days I cannot sleep cia! dilemma?
·
M d
dT
d ,
any 1on~er. on ay an
ues ay s
Student slumberers! Dave
letters 10 the LOBO were as cold Garcia (ASUNM Senator) knows.
"':ater on a blessed slumber. What ~e s?ys: " ... we're in a financial
k10d of Mary Har;man, Mary s1tuat1on that I wouldn't wish on
Hartman plot conspires to dupe us anyone." (LOBO Sept. 28 76)
into not thinking on the fiscal But he helped vote it 0 ~
irresponsibility of ASUNM.
somebody. Further, good ole
Roll over. Pulitzer! Here is a Dave says: "Last semester Vicechrome-plated imitati_on plasti_c let- President Davidson waged a very
ter .by ASUNM V1ce-~resrde~t gutsy and effective campaign
Dav1dson - a real sommex: th1s .which ultimately paid off." Yes all
(snor~) is really anesthetizin~ lzzwe trolls of slumber are only now
zz): frne_ ether to k!low that Ol!r finding out who this "gutsy camMs. Davrdson has fmally made rt paign" paid off for.
through the throws of puberty inFinally Sen. Garcia remember
to the adulthood of financial that pat on the back from Vice:
re~ponsibility .. A fine sedat!ve
President Davidson, that "public
wh1le sleep walkmg to the votmg commendation," that "morale
boot~. Glad to know you _made it,
booster" was nothing more than a
but drd your lack of consciousness little internal affair. My point 1s mat
and/or that of Damon Tobias the "public commendation" was
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By Koren Panagakos
Wine, dine and dance the Greek style this weekend.

An Affirmative Action Solution

- -,_,_

Fri .. O;t. I mJ:JO p.m. in the History Dept. Lounge,
All membersnnd interested students are invited.

Greek Festival Begins October 1

OPINION

Bv Garrett W. Sheldon
THIS OPINION IS concerned with the concept of
affirmative action, and the dominant false and
hypocritical attitude towards this co~cept, as expressed by many young white people.
It seems to be vogue (among many young whites)
to advocate completely "equal" treatment of both
white people and non-white people in matters of
higher education and occupational opportunities, and
concurrently to cry "reverse-discrimination" at any
policy which explicitly favors either national minorities
or women. Affirmative action means that a quota is
established for minorities or women in an educational
or occupational situation, i.e., affirmative ~ction
requires that a fixed percentage of the people in that
situation be either members of a national minority or
women (or both).

--------.;-
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Photography
By John Carnahan

'§
All history and camera buffs
0 should take great pleasure in

8
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viewing the UNM Fine Arts
Museum's
exhibit
entitled
"Photography in the Nineteenth
Century."
The exhibit, which takes up the
museum's entire upper gallery,
retraces the development of
photographic technology and art up
to the turn of the century. The
showing touches on all crucial

evolutionary stages'' of technology
from the daguerreotype to the
exposures from the first handheld
Kodak cameras. At the same time
the exhibit documents photography
as art from Oscar Rejlander to
Alfred Stieglitz.
The showing includes portraits of
famous personalities of the period,
such as George Sand, Alfred Lord
Tennyson, Napoleon II and Sarah
Berhardt. ,
Louis Carrol, author of Alice in
Wonderland and a master-portrait
photographer of children, is also
represented in the exhibit.
All historians of the American
Civil War should take delight in the

prints of battlefields fresh after the
fight, group shots of ragged,
bearded army corps and the Atlanta
fortifications before Sherman's
thunderclap, drive to the _sea. These
photographs are worth $500-750
each.
Much of the exhibit is devoted to
prints of the New Mexico Territoty
taken during the late 1900's by
WiUiam Henry Jackson, Timothy
0. Sullivan and John Hillers. John
Hiller's "Taos Pueblo, South
Portion" and W. H. Jackson's

-

"Peculiar to Photography"
opens Sunday, Oct. 3, in the lower
gallery of the Art Museum in the
Fine Arts Center at UNM. It will
continue through Oct. 31. The

Vegetarian
Restaurant and Store
3118 Central SE (2Y2 Blocks East of Girard)
Mon. thru Sun. 11:30-9:00 255-7640
Thank you for not smoking

AI .....,. ...

Gallery is open Tuesday through
Friday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and
on Sundays from I to 5 p.m.
Henri Man Barendse, a graduate
assistant who is organizing the
show, said, "The exhibit involves
about 120 photographs by 20 young
photographers. Characterized by
seemingly prosaic subject matter
and off-hand or 'snapshot' look,
these artists are allowing the odd,
sometimes quirky and always
totally unique qualities of the
medium itself to be the salient

&
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BARE BACK POSTER
1977 Calendar- Eye Catching,
Large 18 by 24 inches

I

There is a state in the United
States that has often been neglected
in the music market despite the fine
talent that exists there. That state is
New Mexico.
KRST, an Albuquerque FMradio station, started a daring
project this year getting musical
talent from New Mexico to perform songs about New Mexico. In
the final product, 12 performing
acts made the wax out of a field of
over 200 entries.

A GREAT GIFT ITEM
$3.50

Send Check or Money Order to:

lEIGH ENTERPRISES
Box 12623
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I. Tusker-One of the New
Mexico's steady bands out of Santa
Fe offers a beautiful song to the
album called "Rainmaker." The
piece was written in 1969 by female
vocalist Lisa Gilkyson, a wellknown name in New Mexico. The.
song has a fine melody with good
vocals.
2. Barbara Walker-The Tennesse' native sings one of the best
pieces on the album, "Turquoise

Pi no said the society has about 50
games for participants to play, and
that doesn't even include such
frivolities as Orbit, Crawl Ball,
People Pass and Annihilation.

Sports Opinion

,

COM ERCIAL ART SUPPLIES I LETRASET I FORMAIT I CHARTPAK
2110CENTRAL AVENUE, S.E. ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. 871118, 285-3733

/.,

3. Michael Herrick-Herrick
lives in San Diego where he recorded "Santa F~." a song about an
old home of nis. The piece is a good
progressive country rocker done in
the style of such greats as the
Eagles and Poco.

4. Bonnie Bluhm-Bluhm is the
only performer on the album to do
it all (vocals, guitar) by herself.
Listening to this num.ber you may
lose track of what album you are
listening to. This woman sounds so
much like Joni Mitchell, it's unbelievable. The number is "Under
the Blue Skies of New Mexico" and
contains much variety in the mus[c.
The vocals are way above par.
5. Cadillac Bob-"Goin' to Santa Fe" is an example of one of the
many styles this new band can play.

Sep,tember"30~·1976 Johnson" Gym 8 pm
Speaking on "Middle East Perspective"
He is currently an active member
of parliament and is writing·his autobiography
Moshe Dayan

Tickets at SUB Box Office, Albuquerque Ticket Agency
in Coronado Center, and the General Store Admission
$3.50 General Public, UNM Students $1.50

~

e~~ee

11.1

The first two games are played
with a six-foot earth ball that the
club borrows from the city Parks
and Recreation Department.
People Pass is something that

C'.entral Division

Minn.
Chicago
Detroit

Green Bay
LosAng.
San Fran,
.. Atlanta

NewOrl.

Seattle

0
I
2
2
I
0
1 2 0
0 3 0
Western Division
2
0
I
2
I
0
I
2
0
0
I
2
0 3 0

Hopefully there wilf be future
ventures of this type with some
other styles such as solid rock, jazz,
and Latin rock.

Moshe Dayan

~

probably originated at lines for
concert ti~kets. "You just lay out
with your head up straight and
people pass you over the top from
hand-to-hand," Fino said.
Pino said the rules can be bent or
mangled in many ways to fit the
whims of the players and he enjoys
New Games because, "It allows
more people to participate. People
who aren't great athletes or handicapped people can play as well as
good athletes. No one is a spectator.''
Fino said, "If people come,
they'll have a good time."

of complacency or acceptance of
defeat.
Some fans came down from the
stands early, not to leave, but to
catch a better look at the game. The
band kept on playing, and one
concer.ned fan muttered, "God,
they almost won. They'll do it next_
time."

U)

.833
.667
.333
.000

60 28
29 25
36
21

30
83

.833 64
.667 75
.333 34
.333 42
.000 52

34
54
54
81
98
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COFFEE
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World's Finest Quality

!1

10 Varieties

'

Columbian
Mocha java
Mexican
French Roast

Sumatra Mandehling
Guatemalan
New Orleans Blend
KenyaAA
Viennese Roast

Coffee Ground To Your Specifications.
· · Our Delicious Coffee is Now - ·
Available To Take Home

12u llarvard Dr. S.E.

H.IPPO IGH GRHAM
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192S
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Two-Step?

g.

.o

Cha Cha Cha?
Have you ever been at a wedding and didn't know how to
Waltz?
If you have answered YES to any of these questions, the UNM
Ballroom Dance Club invites you to join them every Friday evening
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Fine Art Prints

"

Only $3.00 Each
or

Any 3 For $6.00
University Center Gallery
· (Located in SUB)
Sponsored By University Center
9am-5pm
Monday, Sept. 27- Friday Oct. 1
ONE of till! OLDEST LOCALLY OWNED JEWELERS IN ALBUOUEJl,OUE

OUR OWN TIORMS
BANKAMERICARD
MASTERCHARGE

CLASSES ... LIBRARY
MEETINGS ... DATES!

~. 6J ~:.v;~~~~;-~~'i~~s~vo"n-

toured color-coordinated

case, hands and numer·

als. Luminous
dial. Ivory
with
black dialh·green,

j jelt:elers~

YOUR PERSONAL SERVICE
,

~-·""

THE STORE FOR DIAMONDS

r·-----------.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .l
0

red or blue wit silver

. dial. 3%" <. 3" x 3"

IN CARDINAL PLAZA =rc"'~ 2411 San Pedro NE

1 CHESS PLAYERS WANTED 1
I

100 TO PLAY-1000 TO WATCH

~

SEE IF YOU CAN BEAT A WORIJ) CHESS MASTER
ONE HUNDRED PLAYERS ARE NEEDED TO PLAY
ALL AT THE SAME TIME

II WHO: World Chess Master Jude Acres
1WHEN: Saturday, October 9, 1976
~
Noon To 6:00PM
I WHERE: The Galeria In First

1

Plaza, 3rd & Tijeras NW
~ COST: Free
HOW TO SIGN UP: Call Georgene Arbon
~
765-4723 For Details
The First .100 To Call Will
Get A Chance To Challenge
~
The World Master

I

I!
~

~

I
1
~
I

1
~

I
I
~
I
• I
I
I
~
I SPECTATORS ARE ALSO INVITED I
~ . Sponsored By The Galeria In First Plaza
I
•
•
~
1Home Of:

I~ The First National Bank In Albuqg~[queJ1
New Mexico's Largest Home-Owned Independent Bank.

!'...............................................................................................................................,.,~.....................:
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You Won't Forget ...
to be ON TIME!

f- (()

..:::::;

I
I
I

I Have you ever been to the Sunset Inn and didn't know
I
Foxtrot?
I Have you ever been to the Los Copacabana and didn't know

~:::)

0

!iff

1
Hustle?
1 Have you ever been to the Caravan East and didn't know

~9

~

1

!I Have you ever been to Okies and didn't know how to
:~wing?
II Have you ever been to Ned's
and didn't know how to

5.....<"
5~
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Whole Bean
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NFL Standings

The album also includes three
folk acts: AMBR; C.J. & Friends;
and Ron Frost. Two bluegrass
groups are included also-Last
Mile Ramblers and Watermelon
Mountain Jug Band. I must admit
the album is a good effort but unfortunately does not encompass all
the musical styles in New Mexico.

The former Israeli Minister of Defense

~

you perform in front of your home
crowd, so understandably the
Lobos were nervous, but ready to
play. The Raiders seemed selfassured, obviously underestimating
the power of the Pack. Both teams
were determined to win, both
confident of victory.
The new track and grass field
Director Lavon McDonald and looked good and added to the
Davis proudly paraded around the glamour of the awesome pressbox.
stadium shaking hands ancl calling The, entire scene was exciting. The
greetings. Everyone was psyched atmosphere was collegiate, and I
was definitely impressed. So what
for the game.
A debut isn't really official until went wrong?
Maybe UNM tried too hard. The
team made a few costly mistakes,
but nevertheless played a strong
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
game. The cheerleaders started
Eastern Division
defensive cheers when the Lobos
W L T Pd. PF J•A
had the ball (sorry crowd, but it's
210.6678270
Baltimore
hard to see over the players). The
2 1 0 .667 60 51
Miami
fans either yelled a lot or .not
New England
2 \ 0 .M7 73 68
Buffalo· • ... ,
•• 1•. 2 ...o. •m 1s s<
enough. The baton twirlers
0
3
0 .000 20 100
N.Y. Jets
dropped their batons from time to
Central Division
time
and one Tech benchwarmer
Cincinnati
2 I 0
:~~;
~~
i~
kept
distracting the female rah
Houston
2
I 0
PiUs burgh
I 2 0 .333 s6 75 rah's by throwing them kisses.
Cleveland
I
2 0
.333 65 92
So was the initial excitement of
Western Division
San Diego
3 0
0 1.000 96 «>
the first three quarters lost to the
Oakland
3
0
0 1.000 69 62
disappointment of the fourth? Is
Denver •
2
1 0 .667
;~
ii
UNM
resigned to accepting another
Kansas City
0 3 () .000
Tampa Bay
0 3 0 .000 9 57
mediocre football season in anNATIONAL CONFERENCE
ticipation of a more prosperous
Eastern Division
basketball year? I hope not, and 1
Dallas
3
0
0 1.000 81 40
Washington
3 0 0 1.000 70 41
doubt it, because the curses and
St. Louis
2 1 0 .667 83 67
the tears that came from the Lobos
Phila.
120.3334454
N.Y. Giants
030.0003463
as they left the field were not

Planets-Albuquerque's
7.
prime rockers do a so-so piece
called "Albuquerque Girls."

presents

Sports

By Carol Pavletich
The UNM Lobos and the Texas
Tech Red Raiders were warming up
as 28,501 fans poured into
University Stadium Saturday night
for the first home game of the
season. The sportscasters and
photographers walked about
busily, while Lobo Athletic

6. Powdrell L.T.D.-Disco number is done well by a talented
musical family in Albuquerque.

ASUNM Speakers Committee

Daily Lobo

Did Lobos Try Too Hard?

The band calls the piece a "New
Mexicago" style blues number.
This is the only number that breaksaway from the mellow mold set up
ori the album. Mike King does
some good lead guitar work on the
number and incidentally, wrote the
song.

Tonight!

~

•

Man." The piece is an example of
fine studio work. Part of the credit
on this excellent number goes to
James Powdrell who wrote all the
arrangements. The deep and rich
vocals of Walker are backed by
strings and brass.

By Tim Gallagher
A New Games Day for all UNM
students will be sponsored by the
UNM Recreation and Leisure
Society Saturday at Johnson fields
from 10 a.m. until about 4 p.m.
"New Games is a movement that
started in San Francisco about I 0 .
years ago, said Tony Pi no, ·~-~~president of the Rec and Leisure ~"~1
Society. "They are games that :; ~
stress having fun. We don't have a . k~J :
lot of competition. We want !:1e ~'
partiCipants to compete just for the
.
fun of it."

Photo by Tim Gallagher

New mexico's music
Review by George Gesner
Enchantment-Songs About NewMexico-KRST

~

Nevv Games for Students

ftl5
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feature of their imagery.
"Such ideas as the abstract
nature of black and white imagery,
the curious effect of the tilted
horizon line, the effect of focus and
blur and the power of the frame to
embrace as well as to sever are all
explored with intelligence and
depth by these young artists."
Barendse said the show is aimed
at revealing and reviewing those
characteristics that are both unique
and odd · about photography. "It
might be said that these young
photographers tend to reject the
'grand' statement in favor of the
accidental snapshot," he said.
"It may also be said that ·these
artists look to the drug store rejects
for inspiration. As younger
photographers become increasingly
aware of the multiplicity of 'truths'
photography can serve, they are
relying less on a strictly 'human'
seeing and more on the camera
itself to reveal its own unique kind
of vision.''

Arts

E U.S.

1

Photographic Peculiarities
As the name implies, "Peculiar
to Photography" is not a typical
photography exhibit. Among other
things, it may give "shutterbugs"
throughout New Mexico hope that
someday their Kodachrome delights
may hang in famous galleries
around the world.

. ,.-

"Maria and Benina" show a case
full
of
miniature
primitive existence that can be daguerreotypes, ambrotype porexperienced through these prints.
traits and two examples of handTravel photographs, being very _ painted ivorytypes.
popular during the last century,
One of the highlights of the show
also share the spotlight. The is the five prints by the man most
subjects range from. the art responsible for the acceptance of
museums of Florence, Italy to the photography as art, Alfred
crumbling 'slums of Edinburgh, Stieglitz. Included is his classic
Scotland.
print "Winter on Fifth Avenue."
Also featured are stereotypes,
This exhibit, with its aesthetic
calotype prints by Adamson and value and historyicrJ significance,
Hill and silver-salt prints by Henry has something for everyone. The
Fox Talbot. There is a glass display- exhibit will run until Oct. 24, 1976.

-----------------------------,
: Do You Want To Learn How To
~

Frivolities Here Saturday

"' ,..

~

1.

~

USDA ESTIMATES THAT the average American
will consume 10 lbs. of food !lddilives this year. They
won't get it at The Morning Glory Cafe, serving
1-< Keller Farms organic meats, Right behind the
V Triangle, 10/1
~

g

,.0.

E

GONDOLA LOUNGE-OFH!RING New Mexican
~ food, pizza and spaghclli with your favorite cocktail.
0. Quiet atmosphere-the other side of l'epino's, 4310
~ Central S.E. 9/30
THE !lEST PRICED lunch in town: foot-long hot
.dogs, 35¢, I I -3 Okic's. <1/30
YOGA YOGA Y0GA retreat Oct. 22-24 in Jemez
mountains. Understand life through yoga. Beginners
& advanced. Food, lodging, & instruction $28-stu·
dents $25. Make reservations call Slvananda yoga
center 265-3000. And classes every evening plus Mon·
day Wednesday-10 AM Saturday 9AM. 6317 Linn
NE ncar Central & San Pedro campus house. Mcdi·
tation M-F 6 AM Hath a (physical exercise) Monday
7 PM Discussion Wednesday 7:30PM 221 Columbia·
SEnear Lead, 10/4

ACROSS
1 Enervates
6 Extended
poem
10 Female
parents
141mbecile
15 Large knife
16 Have---peeve
17 Distrustful
18 Female
• animal
20 The Far---21 Person
especially
loved
22 Month
23 Utilized
25 Kind of nook
27 Actress
Dorothy

At THE BAKERY Cafe free orange JUice with

COME ON OUT for an afternoon beer-Rosa'~
Cantina. In the country. 867-99~3. Algodones. lOIS

PERSONALS

name upon
42 Give
satisfaction
to
4 4 Verb forms
45 Most sacred
4 7 Overgrown
hairdo
48 Actor
Warner

49 Demeanor
50 Complain
54 Grape
growing
areas
57 Bucolic
58 Smooth
59 Conversation
60 Kind of
stage
61 Lower in
rank
62 Not stiff and
30 Render
formal: Var.
helpless
63Heavily
31 Illicit liaison
fleshed
32 Tightly
twisted
DOWN
thread
1 Deceitful
33 Cockney's
trick
"present"
2 Thought
36 Telescope
3 Tells a fib
part
4 Devious
37 Florida or
5 Filthy place
Alberta
6 Declined
river
7 Harbor
38TV
8 Labor org.
Interference 9 Bird sound
39 Gold: Sp.
10 Furnace
40 Musial and
device
Mikita
11 Living units
41 Confer a

IF YOU DON'T like South Africa's racial policies
and support a US trade embargo, write: Senator Dlck
Clark, Chairman, Senate Subcommittee on African
Affairs, Washington, DC. Hearings on South Africa
this week. 10/4
Jio,ioR!Ai.S:- coMMENTs.-oR ~o"riNroNs
wanted for publication in national newspaper. 293·
4288. 10/1

breakfast. Wednesday-Friday 7:30-11:00 118 Yale.
10/1

SCHWINN 10-SPEEO, LIKE new $75, Trish, 842·
8412. 10/5
\).

PANASONIC Q-PLEX w/TURNTABLE, 8-track,:
AM-FM, w/o spe~kers $200. Worth much more.
268-0981. 10/1

MASSAGE 9-6 298-4718 Juan.

1971 RENAULT-10, Like new. White with burgundy
interior. 4-whecl disc brakes, Steel radials. 36126mpg.
55,000 miles. $1,095. Jean Shannon, 277-4305. 10/5

1969 VOLVO 142S hit in rear, still runs, Koni shocks,
Abarth e~haust. Best Offer over $300. 277-4442.

10/27

FAMOUS QUIVIRA UOOKSHOP and Photography
Gallery is 'lz block from Johnson Gym on Cornell.
Special order service. tfn

PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION PHOTOS.·Lowcst
prices in town I Fa1t,' pleasing, near UNM. Call 2652444 or come to 1717 Girard Dlvd. NE. tfn

VW CAMPER, 1971, ONE owner, AM/FM cassene
radio new tires, rebuilt engine, very clean $2,500.
Call294-5749 after 6:_Po:_:·~m:;_._.:_:9/.::3..:0_~---::-~~
CONN TROMBONE WITH F-attachment $125.00.
Call277-4379. lOIS

LSAT-MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now. Call Professional Educators of New Mexico, Inc. 8425200. tfn

TWO EXCELLENT CLASSICAL guitars: Old
(1965) Ramircz-$1,200.00 Hernandis Orand Concert
$695.00 247-2117. 10/5

---------------------

FREE DRAWING FOR Dirkenstock footprint san.
dies October 15. Come in to register now. No purchase nece.ssary, Wild Rose 2910 Central SE. 10/1
-----~·-----

MARIA, SURE ENJOYED the Grinder Factory's
6th anniversary yesterday. It was nice to meet Nick &
Mary. I don't kflOW what grinder pockets are either,
They tell me they are coming on Monday October 4.
Guiscppe. 9/30

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM Selectric. Gunran!eed ~curacy, reasonable rates, 298-7147, 10/1

THE DAKERY CAFE presents a classical string
quartet Friday7;00-JO;OO, 118 YaieSB. 10/1

IJIBLE STUDIES: A sharing experience designed to
expand scriptural awareness. SUB 231 C Wednesday
12-1 268-6781,293-9360. 10/1

2.

EXPERIENCED TYPIST: MANUSCRIPTS, theses,
papers, etc. 60¢ per page. 296-4256. 10/1

LOST & FOUND

ALASKAN MALEMUTE PUPPY-four months·
female-price negotiable 883-9461. 10/5
ARTLEY FLUTE SEE at 1622 Orand NE. Mondays
and Wednesdays after fiv:_c:.PM~._:.:10:.:./;:_1______.;_
1972 MG MIDGET 32,000 miles, new transmission,
& painted recently. It needs a little work. 293-2261.
10/6

10/1

5.

FORRENT

EFFICIENCY PARTLY FURNISHED. Close to
UN M $155.00 including utilities. Call 294-5546.
:9:_::/3-_:0_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . - FEMALE: SHARE HOUSE w/two others. Leslie
266-5038. 9/30
FURNISHED TWO BEDROOM apartment. Start·
ing October 1st; ncar University; $165/month; no
pets; 266-7698, 256-90)3, 10/1
FOR RENT ... FURNISHED room, nonsmoker,
private bath, light kitchen privileges, $3/day, 8970131. 10/6
WANTED: FEMALE ROOMMATE to sha~e comfortable three bedroom house. 294-7531. 10/5

20 PORTABLE T-V's, $30 to $60. 441 Wyoming NE.
255-5987. I0/18

LOST WALLET NEAR Zimmerman library with
initials BGL on Inside, Please return to Marron Hall
Room 131 or call277-4002. 9/30

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE 292-1285.
lOll
YUCCA COOLER SERVICE summer & winter
maintenance. Cooler covers available. IO"lo discount
to senior citizens phone 345-0678. 10/6

64 DODGE WELL PRESERVED engine, body &
paint, $450, 262-0073. 9/30

EFFICIENCY $75.00 310 WALTER SE. Decent
neighborhood. Call Gin before noon 242-5656.
IP/5

LOST: DROWN EYEGLASS case containing NY
driver's license. Reward call842-9656, 10/4

NEED HELP WITH papers? Typing, editing, revi·
sion, research, &consultation. 281-3001. 10/13

1970 VW BUG; AUTOMATIC transmission; new
tires, upholstery and tunc-up. Phone 345-5052 after
5:00p.m. 10/1

6.

LOST-A WHITE gold diamond ring. Reward $25
offered. Caii88I-2723. 9/30
•

3.

·-----

4.

FORSALE

SCUBA DIVING GEAR 268-0367 after 6 P.M.
10/4

SERVICES

GRINDER POCKETS ARE COMING.
QUALITY: TOM HUNTER Painting Co.-Glazing,
carpentry, screening, gutters, Licensed-references .
243-2505. 10/4

12 Superior

35 Woolly
quality
creatures
13 Inscribed
3 7 Neighborhood
upright
groups;
stone
Abbr.
19 Perseus'
38 Easy job
mother:
40 Somewhat
Greek
disreputable
Myth.
41 Decad
21 By means of 43 Household
24 Above:
articles
Prefix
44 Roofing
25 Phonograph
material
records
45 Miserable
26 Waterdwelling
bound land 46 -----branch
27 French
47 Lacking in
Composer
clarity
28 U.S.A:
49 He raised
29 Certam
Cain
aircraft
30 Woman's
51 Tract
name
52 Speak loudly
32 Smallest in 53 Drama
magnitude 55 Exclamation
34 Assumed
56 Greek letter
function
57 Aries

10/1

1971 YAMAHA 350 street. Low mileage. Excellent
condition 881-0479. After S. 10/4

KING SIZE WATER bed with heater and frame
great deal! $75.00265-8682. lOll
75 SUZUKI TS400 Enduro, new condition, under
500 miles, might trade, $975.00, 821-3747. 10/I
ONE LIGHTWEIGJiT BACKPACKING sleeping
bag filled with polyester fisher. Call821-8354. 10/1
UP-RIGHT PIANO 281-5093.

10/1

UNCLAIMED FREIGHT all new merchandise Panosonic stereo $49.00 cassettes $39.00 C. B.'s Pioneer
Sansui marrantz reet to rccls new guarantee, 255·
7535. 10/4

FISHER STEREO TAPE cassette player & recorder.
Dolby three-head auto stop: $150.00. Ask for Dan
or Steve. 881-2537. ~ 10/6

SINGER SEWING MACHINE left in layaway, not
claimed. Equipped to buttonhole, zig-zag. Pay $19.00
& take machir:e. 255-7534. 10/4

1975 PANTERADE TOMASO original except for
custom paint $13,500. Interested buyers only! 2667506 after 6:00p.m. 10/6

BUY MY BODY! Nikon FTN-Body $200,00 or best
offer. 296-4258 evenings. 10/2

BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR. 118 San Pedro
SE, 265-0335. Color TV's, tape decks, stereo, ampli·
fiers, auto radios. Install burglar alarms. 10% discount for students with ID. Quick service. Used TV's
for sale. 10120

KIRBY VACUUM cleaner with attachments 1st
$39.00 takes it. 255-7535. 10/4
RECORDS AND TAPES-good price, good selec·
lion, good people, L P Goodbuy, 3701 Central NE
(across from Fat Humphrey's). tfn
COLOR-TV ORAND name, big screen, assume payments of $7 per month. New warranty 255-7534.
10l4
BICYCLES: WE HAVE the lightest weight for the
money you can buy, Some on sale, R.C. Hallett's.
843-9378. tfn
1965 FORD PICKUP 6cyl, $200.00268-7351. Bryan.
10/5
WURLITZER ELECTRONIC PIANO Model 200.
Custom made mahogany cabinet. Recently, tuned &
balanced. Immaculate condition. 293·7051, 881·
7629 10/5

SLEEPING BAG R.E.l. McKinley 3 Jbs. of down.
$60.00. 243-4l7l. 10/6
FOSSILIZED IVORY JEWELRY. 208 Dartmouth
NE. 265-2338. 10/6
BEACON IO-S PEED $80.00. 247-9410.

10/6
-=----

PEOPLE! FOXY ·REFLECTIONS a uni-se~ hair
studio has 5 hair stylists to assist you. Across from
Presbyterian hospital 1123 Central NE. It costs no
more for experienced stylists. 842-8300. 10/13
PHOTO EQUIPMENT SALE Saturday, October 2,
1976, at corner of Rosalind and Harper NE. 8215203. Color-lead, view-camera, &enlargers. 1011
KODAK INSTAMATIC 60. Midland C. B. Retail
$139.00, $65.00each. 277-2470. 10/5

EMPLOYMENT

SALES CLERK PART-time & full time position
available. Apply 9-5 Monday-Friday La Belles Distributing 49~0 Menaul NE. 9/30
STUDENTS. WORK PAR'ITJME $400.00 monthly,
Call242·8152 3 p.m. til5 p.m. onlyl 9/30
ARE YOU AN artist and out of work? Full or part·
time. Call 265-2338. 10/6
JOBS ON SHIPS! American. Foreign. No experience required. Excellent pay. World wide travel.
Summer job or career. Send $3.00 for information.
SEAFAX, Dept. H-6 Box 2049, Port Angeles, Washington 98362. I 0/6
PART TIME JOD. Graduate students only. Must be
over 21 years old. Need two part-time employees for
day work. Also, have positions for Friday and Saturday nights. Apply in person only. No phone calls
please. Save Way Liquor Store 5704 Lomas NE.
10/6

7.

TRAVEL

RIDES! RIDES! RIDESJ Rideline, 265-9860 or
303-449-6670. 10/5
CHRISTMAS CHARTER! SPAIN! Albuquerque·
Barcelona roundtrip $425.00. 255-7324 or 256·3410.
9/30

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

BELLY DANCE EXPERlf:.NCES workshc.p, Saturday, Oct. 2. Beginning through advanced. 898-4747,
268-6277. 10/4

Pay
Y2 Price
Or Less
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Contest will

be bringing you money-saving specials
each Tuesday plus a chance to win $25,
$15 and $5 Gift Certificates· from Local Merchants
Each Week A New Contest- Each Week New Winners
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